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A matrix A is said to be convergent if and only if all its characteristic roots 
have modulus less than unity. When A is real an explicit expression is given 
for real matrices B such that A + B is also convergent, this expression 
depending upon the solution of a quadratic matrix equation of Riccati type. 
If A and A + B are taken to be in companion form, then the result becomes one 
of convergent polynomials (i.e., polynomials whose roots have modulus less 
then unity), and is much easier to apply. A generalization is given for the case 
when A and A + B are complex and have the same number of roots inside 
and outside a general circle. 
1. IN~~DuCTI~N 
In general it is difficult to determine how the characteristic roots ed of an 
12 x n complex matrix A vary when its elements alter by finite amounts. 
However, it has proved possible to derive expressions for matrices B such 
that A + B has the same inertia as A([l], [4]), the development relying on a 
theorem of Liapunov and its extension due to Taussky [7] and Ostrowski 
and Schneider [5]. This previous work dealt with the numbers of characteristic 
roots in a given complex half-plane, and the object of this present paper is 
to give corresponding results for the case when the region of interest is a 
circle. In particular, A is called a convergent matrix [8] if and only if 1 Bi 1 < 1, 
i = 1, 2,..., n since then AL + 0 as K + 00. 
We begin in Section 2 by considering the case when A is real, in which 
case the basic theorem is well known (e.g., [2]): 
LEMMA 1. The real matrix A is convergent if and only if the solution for the 
real symmetric matrix P of the equation 
ATPA-P=-Q 
is positive definite, for arbitrary real symmetric positive dejinite Q. 
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Using this result we derive an expression for matrices B such that if A 
is convergent then so is A + B, the development involving a quadratic matric 
equation of Riccati type. In Section 3, A and A + B are taken to be in 
companion form so that the result becomes one of convergent polynomials 
(corresponding to an earlier result on stable polynomials [3]), and is much 
easier to apply. 
When A is complex, then in Eq. (1) P and Q are Hermitian and Ar is 
replaced by A*. A more general result is then that for arbitrary positive 
definite Q the number of positive and negative characteristic roots of P are 
the same as those of A inside and outside the unit circle [8]. In Section 3 
we use a generalization of this obtained by specializing a result of Howland [3]: 
LEMMA 2. Let 
w, CL) = co + ClP + cd + c&, (2) 
where the ci are scalars, and let A have r characteristic roots inside and n - r 
roots outside the circle 
4(& 1) + &A A) = 0. 
Then the solution for the Hermitian matrix P of the equation 
(3) 
(ca + 4 A*PA + (co + co) P + (21 + 4 A*P + (~1 + 4 PA = - Q, (4) 
where Q is an arbitrary positive-defkite Hermitian matrix, has Y  positive and 
n - r negative characteristic roots. 
When in Eq. (2) $(h, p) = hp - 1, then Lemma 2 reduces to exactly the 
same result as the stated generalization of Lemma 1 (this remark corrects a 
misstatement of Howland [3]). In Section 3 we give an expression for matrices 
B such that A and A + B have the same root distribution with respect to the 
circle (3). Again, by taking A and A + B to be in companion form, a corre- 
sponding result for complex polynomials is derived. The paper closes with an 
illustrative numerical example. 
It should be noted that all the theorems presented below provide only 
sufficient conditions, but are nevertheless potentially useful because of their 
relative simplicity. 
2. CONVERGENT REAL MATRICES 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a real convergent matrix and let P and Q be real 
symmetric positive-definite matrices satisfying (1). Then the real matrix A + B 
is also convergent if 
B = (S - ,tP)-’ (SY + &PY + PA), (5) 
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where Y is any real symmetric solution of the Riccati-type equation 
YPY + ATPY + YPA + 2Q0 = 0, (6) 
Q,, being any real symmetric matrix for which Q f 2Qo is positive definite, and S 
being an arbitrary real skew-symmetric matrix. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, A + B will be convergent if it satisfies 
(A + WP(A + B) - P = - (Q + ZQ,,), 
with Q + 2Q0 positive definite. Substitution into this equation of Q from (1) 
gives 
BTPB + ATPB + BTPA + 2Q,, = 0. (7) 
Consider the Riccati-type algebraic equation (6) associated with (7) and sub- 
tract this equation from (7), substituting X = B - Y and T = (AT + Y) P, 
to obtain 
XTPX + TX + XTTT = 0. (8) 
Equation (8) can be written as 
(S-&P)X= TT, 
where S is an arbitrary skew-symmetric matrix. The matrix S - &P is in 
fact a stability matrix [2] since it satisfies a Liapunov equation: 
(S - $P)TI + I(S - &P) = - P, 
and thus in particular S - &P is nonsingular, so we can write 
X = (S - $P)-’ TT. 
Thus 
B = Y + (S - *P)-’ P(A + Y), 
which after rearrangement gives the expression (5). 
3. CONWRGENT POLYNOMIALS 
We now obtain a corresponding result for convergent polynomials by 
taking A and A + B in Theorem 1 to be in companion form, with the poly- 
nomial coefficients in the last row. 
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THEOREM 2. Given a real convergent polynomial 
a(h)=Xn+a,hn-l+...+a2h+al, 
then the real polynomial u(X) + b(X), with 
b(h)=b,/\“-l+...+b,h+6,, 
is also convergent if 
6, = %%/(2 + qP,?J, i = I,..., n (9) 
and either q > 0 or 
- Q/P + qP,,J2 < h& da . (10) 
In (lo), P = [pij] is a positive definite solution of (I) for a positive definite Q 
whose smallest characteristic root is h, , A being the companion matrix associated 
with a(h), and ailz denotes (ATP)i, , the element in row i, column n of ATP. 
Proof. For (A + B) to be the companion matrix associated with 
u(X) + 6@), we must have B = - rbT with r = [0, 0 ,..., 0, llT and 
bT = [b, , b, ,..., b,J. Writing K = SY + $PY + PA in (5) and using (6) 
gives 
K=Y+ YK=-2Q, 
or YK = S, - Q,, , where S, is a skew-symmetric matrix related to S. 
Writing also C = Y(S - +P), b must satisfy 
- CrbT = S, - Q,, . (11) 
A solution b to (11) exists if and only if 
rank[Cr, S, - QO] = rank[Cr] = 1. (12) 
Thus (S, - Q,,) has rank 1, which implies in particular that all 2 x 2 prin- 
cipal minors of (S, - QJ must be zero. Let Q,, = [QX], S, = [Sz], and 
consider the (i,j)th principal minor of 
= Q$Q$ + (Si:. + Q$) (S& - Q:J = 0, i,j= 1 ,..., n, 
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QfiQyj - Q;; = - (Sfj)2. 
Thus Q,, can be positive semidefinite, negative semidefinite, or indefinite. 
Assume in order to obtain simple solutions that Q,, is positive or negative 
semidefinite, that is, Sij = 0 for all i, j. As Q,, has rank 1 it can be written 
& dQTIQin . . . . . . . . . . . . . : Qin _ 
and condition (12) reduces to rank [Cr, - Q,,] = 1. Each column of Qs is 
thus a scalar multiple of the last column [cIn , c2n ,..., c,,] r of C, so we have 
Q,, = qhz 1 c2n v..., c,,I~ h , ~27, ,.a., GA 
= qcrrv-. 
Solving Eq. (11) gives 
bT = (Cr)T (CrrTCT)-l Q. 
= qrv. 
Hence B = - qrrTCT, and Q0 can be written as q-lBTB. Substitution into (7) 
gives 
ATPB + BTPA = - BT(qP + 21) B/q. 
Expanding this equation in terms of the b, gives 
*.- ~,,bl + ~A, = -(2 + q&J bbTlq. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Solving for the bi gives Eq. (9) and 
Q,, = 4qATPrrTPA/(2 + qpnn);Z. (13) 
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From (13), it is clear that if Q > 0 then Q + 2Q0 will be positive definite, but a 
more general condition is 
x’(Q + 2Q0) x/xTx > 0. 
If hi are the characteristic roots of Q, A, < A, < ... < A, , then for all vectors 
x, A, < xTQx/xrx. Since Qa has only one nonzero characteristic root CL, say, 
this must equal trace Q,, . When q < 0, this implies using (13) that p < 0, 
whence 
2xTQ,,x/xTx 3 2~ = 8q i &/(2 + qP,,J2. 
i=l 
Thus 
(x'Qx + 2xTQox)lxTx 3 4 + 8qC &,I(2 +qpn,J2 
and a sufficient condition for (Q + 2Q,) to be positive definite is that given 
in (10). 
4. EXTENSION TO COMPLEX MATRICES AND GENERAL CIRCLES 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a complex matrix having its characteristic roots 
located as in Lemma 2. Then A + B has the same distribution of roots if 
B = (S - @‘(~a + G))-l {SY + P((cl + ~2) I + (cg + G) (Y + A))), (14) 
where Y is a solution of the Riccati-type equation 
((~1 + ~2) P + (ca + ~3) A*P) Y + V(G + ~2) P + (~3 + G) PAI 
+(cs +G) YPY+2Q,=O 
(15) 
for any Hermitian matrix Q,, for which Q + 2Q0 is positive de$nite. The matrices 
P and Q are positive dejinite and satisfy Eq. (4) and S is an arbitrary skew- 
Hermitian matrix. 
COROLLARY. If A and (A + B) are taken to be the companion matrices 
associated with complex polynomials a(h) and a(h) + b(h), then a(x) + b(h) 
has the same distribution of roots as a(x) with respect to (3) if 
bi = L&S + q~plan(cz + EaNl i [(cx + ~2) P + (G + G) A*%, 
i=l 
i = l,..., n (16) 
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subject to the conditions that either q > 0 or 
-89 
(QPnn(C3 + 4 + w < c [(Cl + 4 p :;, + G) A*plfn. (17) 
Proof of Theorem. This follows similar lines to the preceding proofs. By 
Lemma 2 the matrix A + B is required to satisfy 
k, + 4 P + (~1 + %) PC-4 + B) + (cl + 4 (A” + B*) P 
+ (c, + G) (A + B)* P(A + B) = - (Q + ‘Q,). 
(18) 
Substituting Q from Eq. (4) into (10) and subtracting (15), and then solving 
the resulting linear matrix equation gives the expression for B in (14). 
Proof of Corollary. Substituting 
K = SY + (~1 + 4 P + 3(c3 + ~3) PY + (cs + ~3) PA 
into (13) gives YK = S, - Q,, , with S, skew Hermitian, and putting 
C = Y(S, - $P(c, + c,)) gives CB = S, - Q0 . It follows using an exactly 
similar argument to that used in the proof of Theorem 2 that for positive 
or negative semidefinite Q,, we have S = 0, and 
Q,, = B*BIq = br*rbT/q. 
Substituting for Q,, in (17) gives 
((cl + %) P + (~3 + 4 A*P) B + B*((G + 4 P + (~3 + 4 PA) 
= - B*((c, + G) P + (2/q) 1) B 
= ((G + G) P,, + 2/q) b*rw. 
Solving for the bi, i = l,..., n, gives after some manipulation the desired 
expression (16) provided (Q + 2Q,,) is positive definite. Since 
x=(Q + 2Qo) x 
XTX 
> h + 8qC [(cl + G) P + (cs + 4 (A*P)I:n. 
11 
(2 + flPnn(C3 + w ’ 
this is so if q > 0 or the inequality (17) is satisfied. 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Consider the fifth-degree convergent polynomial 
a(h) = X5 + 0.78A4 - 0.2559P - 0.042102X2 - 0.005505A - 0.0000594, 
whose roots are -0.99, -0.02, 0.01, 0.1, 0.3. Two polynomials b(h) are 
calculated using Theorem 2. 
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(a) Let Q = diag(l,2, 3,4, 5), and q + co in (9). Then 
and 
bi 4 - O.O0023950ri, 9 i = I,..., 12, 
b(h) = - 1.0826907X4 + 0.1382262X3 + 0.0239121h2 
+ 0.0044613h + 0.0001188. 
The roots of u(X) + b(X) are 0.033, -0.143, -0.079 & O.l27i, 0.570. 
(b) A second polynomial b(h) is derived by finding a value of q satis- 
fying (lo), which here is 
- 8q/(2 + 8350q)2 < 4.8 x lo-*. 
This leads to 
q < - 2.3907075 or q > - 2.4 x 1O-8. 
Take q = - 2.3907075 - E, where E is a small positive number. Then from 
(9), bi = - 0.00024~11~, and 
b(X) = - 0.4750988A4 + 0.2350654X3 + 0.0363310h3 
+ 0.0011398h + 0.0000002, 
and the roots of a(x) + b(X) are - 0.103 f O.l43i, 0.265 f O.l87i, -0.182. 
Notice that quite different results can be obtained by starting with a 
different choice for Q. However, the relationship between Q and the resulting 
bi is extremely complicated. 
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